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Hot Blooded

A First One Dead Body...

A prostitute lies strangled in a seedy French Quarter hotel room. Miles away, in a rambling plantation house
on the sultry shores of Lake Ponchartrain, popular late-night radio host Dr. Samantha Leeds receives a
threatening crank call. All in a day's work for a celebrity. Who would think to link the two?

Then Another...

A second hooker's corpse turns up. Samantha's ominous caller persists, along with a mysterious claiming to
be a woman from her past--a woman who's been dead for years. With Detective Rick Bentz convinced that
the serial killer prowling the shadowy streets of New Orleans is somebody close to Samantha, she doesn't
dare trust anyone. Especially not Ty Wheeler, her seductive new neighbor who seems to know more about
her than a stranger should.

...And Another

Somebody has discovered Samantha's darkest secret. Somebody is convinced that lives must be sacrificed to
pay for her sins. So far, the victims have been strangers. But as a cunning, cold-blooded killer grows bolder,
Samantha wonders in dread if she will be the next to die...

Cold Blooded

His Vengeance Will Be Repeated. . .

A woman's slashed, incinerated corpse is found in a seedy New Orleans apartment. Her killer is certain there
were no witnesses, unaware that his every move was seen by a beautiful stranger--from her bed in a bayou
cottage on the outskirts of town...

And Repeated. . .

Weeks later, another violent vision shatters Olivia Bechet's sleep. Convinced a serial killer is stalking the
city, Olivia turns to the authorities. But jaded detective Rick Bentz doesn't believe her--even when a second
body turns up, slain in exactly the same bizarre, ritualistic manner Olivia described...

And Repeated...



As New Orleans panics in the icy grip of a merciless killer, Olivia is frustrated by Bentz's skepticism--and
captivated by her attraction to him. But soon her dreams are invaded by images of another murder. One that
has yet to be committed. This time, Olivia recognizes not only the victim's face--but the murderer's. And
both are closer than she ever imagined...

Shiver

The Crimes Are Unthinkable

A serial killer is turning the Big Easy into his personal playground. The victims are killed in pairs--no
connection, no apparent motive, no real clues. It's a very sick game, and it's only just begun.

The Fear Is Real

Abby Chastain left New Orleans long ago and for good reason. Now she's back where she feels watched, as
if the devil himself is scraping a fingernail along her spine. It doesn't help that Detective Reuben Montoya is
convinced she's somehow the key to unlocking these horrible crimes--a mystery that has something to do
with Our Lady of Virtues Mental Hospital, a decaying old asylum where unspeakable crimes were once
committed, and a human predator may still wait.

The Truth Is Deadly

As more bodies are found in gruesome, staged scenarios, Montoya and Abby are in a desperate race to stop a
killer whose terrifying crimes are bringing them ever nearer to a shocking revelation. For the past is never
completely gone. Its sins must be avenged. And a twisted psychopath is getting close enough to make them...

Absolute Fear

Every Serial Killer...

A serial killer is stalking the streets of New Orleans. The victims are killed in a ritual fashion, a series of
numbers tattooed into their bodies. There are no clues, no connections except one: a crumbling old asylum
that was once the scene of unspeakable madness--and is now the calling card of a new kind of fear.

Is Searching For...

Eve Renner knows Our Lady of Virtues Hospital well. As the daughter of one of its doctors, she spent her
childhood exploring its secrets chambers, hidden rooms, and forbidden passageways. Now, somewhere in the
decaying asylum lies the key to a b
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From Reader Review Bentz & Montoya : Hot Blooded / Cold
Blooded / Shiver / Absolute Fear / Lost Souls / Malice / Extended
Excerpt from Devious for online ebook

Dawno says

The whole set is over 7000 pages. I hope I can finish this in 21 days... It is riveting, so far...

Sandra Kirlin says

I loved all these books. lisa jackson is one of my favorite authors, I have yet to find a book of her a i didn't
like.

Joannine says

I love the plot concept... The story starts to drag in the first part.....Proof being I can but it down and walk
away for days at a time

Elizabeth says

Loved them..h

Bunny says

i read almost all the i haven't got lost souls yet got to get but the rest of theses books r great

Donna says

So far, so good. I have finished the first three of the bundle and am currently reading "Absolute Fear"


